Fanny Newcomb

&
The Irish Channel Ripper
By Ana Brazil
Twenty years after the devastating Civil War, the city of New
Orleans teeters on a dangerous social precipice. The daughter of a
recently-deceased lawyer, Fanny Newcomb yearns to be a lawyer
too, but her poverty forces her to live and work in the rough Irish
Channel neighborhood. She takes a job teaching typewriting and
business classes at the grand, new Wisdom Hall settlement house.
Wisdom Hall founder and principal Sylvia Giddings—privileged
daughter of an uptown family—wants to educate and help the
women of the Irish Channel escape their predictably restricted
futures. But Sylvia’s attempts to enlighten the tradition-bound
immigrants are patently unwelcome and she struggles to find and
keep her students.
Luckily, the Irish Channel neighbors appreciate the work of Sylvia’s
sister Olive. Recently graduated from medical school in Germany, Dr.
Olive Giddings operates a state-of-the-art infirmary at the rear of
Wisdom Hall. She’s eager to prove that her skills are far superior to
those of any male doctor’s.
Fanny’s hopes and hard work soon collide with reality when her
most promising business student is murdered in the Irish Channel. Not
only murdered, but slashed and ripped to shreds, just like Jack the
Ripper’s London victims were months earlier. Letters from the Ripper
are posted on streetlamps and published in the newspapers. Each
letter promises another brutal slaughter in the Irish Channel. The
women and girls of the Channel—especially the students of Wisdom
Hall—cower in fear.
Fanny enlists Sylvia and Olive in her quest to find the murderer,
and together they identify six men who could be the Irish Channel
Ripper. The women pursue each suspect through New Orleans’
churches, cemeteries, hotels, and houses of prostitution and
uncover a pornography ring right under their noses! But time is
running out. The Ripper publically sets a date for his next heinous
crime and specifically threatens the upcoming graduation at Wisdom
Hall.

Can Fanny stop the Irish Channel Ripper before
he kills again?
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A native of California, Ana Brazil lived in the south for
many years. She earned her MA in American history
from Florida State University and traveled her way
through Mississippi as an architectural historian. Ana
loves fried mullet, Greek Revival colonnades, and Miss
Welty’s garden. She has a weakness for almost all things
New Orleans. (Although she’s not sure just how it
happened…but she favors bluegrass over jazz.)
The Fanny Newcomb stories celebrate the tenacity,
intelligence, and wisdom of the dozens of courageous and
outrageous southern women that Ana is proud to call
friends. Although Ana, her husband, and their dog
Traveller live in the beautiful Oakland foothills, she is
forever drawn to the lush mystique of New Orleans,
where Fanny Newcomb and her friends are ever prepared
to seek a certain justice.
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